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A workflow to enhance our understanding of the 3D organization of the genome
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Background

The HiC-pipeline

Example output

Although chromosome conformation capture techniques have become more standardized over the recent years, the downstream computational analyses are
still hard to navigate. While some workflows have been
widely adopted, it is clear that each of these algorithms
only answers a subset of the questions one can ask of
this kind of data. Therefore, it is crucial to leverage several of these approaches to gain a more complete picture.
Here we implemented an automated HiC-seq analysis
pipeline using Snakemake, where we combine popular
tools such as HiC-explorer, Juicer, Homer, cLoops and
HiCcompare.
Download at https://github.com/khayer/hic_analysis

To run the pipeline illustrated below, a configuration file needs to reflect how many
replicates and how many conditions were used in a study. We also recommend at least
500GB of storage per replicate.

A/B Compartment analysis

The workflow (implemented with Snakemake) automates the following tasks:
• Read quality assesment using fastqc
• Alignment of the first and second read pairs seperately using bwa
• Building contact matrices for given resolutions
• Merging replicates and globally normalizing all conditions together
• Comparing contacts to a given control sample as determined in the config file
• Finding Loops, Compartments and TADs
• Plotting results genome wide, as well as for predefined regions

align_fwd

Samples
For this study we used recently published HiC data (Collins et al. 2020) from two mouse cell-lines. There are 3
biological replicates of the 63-12 pro-lymphocyte and 2
replicates of the P5424 a pre-lymphocyte cell-line.
S6312_rep3

S6312_rep2

kind
inter chromosomal

S6312_rep1

Intra long range (>= 20kb)
Intra short range (< 20kb)

>cat config.yaml
groups:
cond1_rep1:
		 - cond1_rep1_L001
cond1_rep2:
		 - cond1_rep2_L001
cond2_rep1:
		 - cond2_rep1_L001
cond2_rep2:
		 - cond1_rep2_L001
...
resolution: 100K,50K,25K,10K
compare_to: cond1
region:
- chr6:1-100000
- ...

align_rev

Differential contact analysis
run_hicBuildMatrix

run_QC_merge

run_combine_replicates

run_normalize_merged

run_hicDetectLoops

run_normalize

run_hicCorrectMatrix

run_hicQuality

run_compartment_analysis

run_hicFindTADs

fastqc

all
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Using the Pearson correlation we can examine how similar the biological replicates behave.

Both heatmaps show the log2 ratio between the two
cell lines. In red we highlight significantly (FDR < 0.01,
|Z| > 2) enriched (left) and depleted (right) contact regions as determined with HiCcompare.
Topologically associating domain (TAD)

Read depth impacts loop calling
Using the 3 replicates of the 63-12
sample, we collated all read pairs
aligning to chr6 (41,413,333). From
this pool we randomly subsampled
10, 20, 30 and 40 million reads.

Effect of read depth on loop calling (chr6 only)
cLoops
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We can observe changes from A to B and B to A switches between the pre- and pro-lymphocyte cell-lines.
Some of them are highlighted with red boxes.
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Future Work
• Loop calling is still a challenge and we propose a loop
validity score, which will reflect how many algorithms
called a given loop and if it overlaps with CTCF ChIPseq peaks.
• Potential benchmark between different HiC-analyses
pipelines
• The software package cLoops is able to call stripes, a
feature we will add in the future
• Dockerizing of the pipeline to ensure portability between platforms
• Integration of other assays such as ATAC-seq and RNAseq

Although we do not know the true
set of loops for this dataset, because
looping relies heavily on CTCF, we
can overlay a matching CTCF ChIPseq dataset to validate if a detected
loop is more likely to be a true positive.
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We also computed the overlap between loops. The intersection of all
sets is highlighted in orange.
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TADs for the different cell-lines are displayed as black
triangles overlaying the contact matrices. The TAD separation score shows how the TAD boundries are computed. Additionally, we are showing the CTCF peaks identified for the 63-12 cell-line as black stripes. The final
track on the bottom pinpoints where the antigen receptor genes lay, where Collins et al. showed differences
between the two cell-lines.
Conclusions
We created a workflow that combines reproducibility,
quality control, ease of use and comprehensive visualization to address aspects important to any next generation sequencing analysis.
We show best practices using publicly available data
to help guide researchers when planning their experiments.
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